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 constitutional right strike me as tutelary discourse
 misplaced. They constitute moral discourse of the
 most peremptory kind, since they preclude other
 governmental institutions from acting. Further,
 physician-assisted suicide has not had the kind of
 social debate that prepares courts to make informed
 and intelligent judgments. Nor do the conventional
 sources of judicial wisdom-here principally the
 Constitution-speak to this issue in ways that relieve
 judges of the need for the guidance and discipline
 of social debate.

 Ethicists, clergy, journalists, doctors, lawyers, and
 private citizens have begun to debate assisted suicide
 in earnest. Legislatures, courts in their common-law
 capacity, and even the citizenry through referenda
 have engaged the issue in serious ways. This moral
 discourse has largely been conducted in thoughtful
 and productive ways that might still achieve what we
 hope for in discourse generally: some measure of
 wisdom and understanding, and some measure of
 agreement and accommodation. A seemly judicial
 modesty might lead courts to stay their constitu-
 tional hand and to permit this moral discourse to
 continue unmolested.

 References
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 ristode writes in the Nicomachean Ethics

 that "when men are friends, they have
 o need of justice, but when they are

 just, they need friendship in addition."' In Aristotle's
 hands this becomes, of course, an argument for a
 polity understood in terms of "civic friendship"-a
 polity neither possible nor attractive for us in our
 time and place. But we need not advocate civic
 friendship in order to appreciate the truth that our
 law alone cannot adequately sustain or nourish im-
 portant aspects of human life. Meeting not as
 friends but to some degree as strangers in the public
 realm, we quite naturally look to the law as the clos-
 est thing we have to a shared morality. And, indeed,
 it is that-a fact that should elicit from us an ap-
 propriate, if modest, gratitude. Appropriate grati-
 tude, because it is no small gift to be able to live
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 wrongly to suppose that where the law is silent or
 permissive moral debate and argument are out of
 place.

 We cannot treat every difficult issue by saying
 "there ought to be a law"; yet, we cannot-and bio-
 ethical reflection cannot-get along without the law.
 Many of the questions bioethics explores are ulti-
 mately questions about "who belongs" to our com-
 munity, about how inclusive or how narrowly re-
 stricted the boundaries of our community shall be.
 If any question is a political question, this is, and we
 cannot expect or want the law to be silent on it.

 I take it as a given, therefore, that bioethical re-
 flection must inevitably have close connections with
 arguments about what the law is and should be. The
 issue that Daniel Callahan is raising, however, cuts
 much deeper: What kind of moral understanding
 does a bioethics focused on the law help to create
 and reinforce?

 In 1991 Mary Midgley published a book titled
 Can't We Make MoralJudgments?2 She wrote the book,
 she reports, in response to an earnest student in a
 philosophy class who said, "But surely it is always
 wrong to make moral judgments." We understand
 all too well what that student meant, and we know,
 alas, that he is not a rare bird these days. What he
 meant was that many questions of great moral im-
 portance should be understood as occasions for us
 to define ourselves by our choices-and that others
 should pass no judgment on that self-definition. The
 role of law should be quite simple: Except when our
 decisions bring tangible harm to others, the law's
 purpose should be to empower the choices by which
 we define ourselves. "We have come," as Daniel Cal-
 lahan puts it in The Troubled Dream of Life, "to shape
 an ideal of the self and its character that is empty
 of all content save that of choice."3 We have come
 to that ideal in law, and, if law is all that counts, in
 morality as well.

 Suppose, then, from this perspective we ask
 whether bioethics reinforces legalism, understand-
 ing legalism, in Callahan's terms, as "the translation
 of moral problems into legal problems." The dan-
 ger, I think, is not exactly or not only that moral
 problems get translated into legal problems and that
 discussion is then terminated. Inevitably and neces-
 sarily the spheres must intersect in countless ways.
 To ask whether the good of a fetus counts in the
 common good, whether it could ever be fitting for
 one citizen to give to another citizen the right to
 take his life, whether it is good that some children
 should be produced rather than begotten, whether
 eliminating the sufferer could be an acceptable
 means of eliminating suffering-all these are both
 moral and legal questions. If, however, we under-
 stand the point of law to be chiefly the empower-
 ment of self-defining private choice, and if moral
 discussion has been folded into discussion of what
 the law should be, we have effectively eliminated
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 I am not sure how far Calla-

 Escaping han wishes to press his argument.
 There are moments when he

 from seems almost content with a law

 in which choice is king and asks
 Legalism only that this understanding of

 law not drive all other moral vi-

 sions from the realm of public ar-
 gument. If that is his view, he

 needs, I believe, to press the argument still further,
 because, as I have noted, law and morality inevitably
 intersect. There are also moments, however, when
 he recognizes and clearly identifies as specious "the
 conceit that when the law decides to stand aside

 from moral judgment and to leave matters to per-
 sonal choice, it has not made a moral judgment."
 Clearly it has, and he sees that.

 What we need, then, is an understanding of law
 that accepts into public discussion outlooks that pic-
 ture the human being as more than just an isolated
 principle of will and choice, as if we were charac-
 terized only by self-modifying freedom. On some is-
 sues, for example, abortion or euthanasia, it is hard
 to imagine that the law could be entirely silent; for
 such issues carry implications for the meaning of
 membership in the community. And some other is-
 sues, which might seem to be largely matters for
 private choice, may be matters about which even
 strangers should need some shared understanding.
 Consider, for example, the act of producing off-
 spring, which we tend to think of as purely private.
 If we view it simply as "making" (poesis) rather than
 "doing" (praxis), we think of ourselves as present in
 the world through projects that define and fulfill us.
 We produce and shape a product, paying heed to
 what we accomplish. If production of offspring

 brings us satisfaction, and if in so doing we cause
 no tangible harm to others, there may seem little
 more to be said. Callahan's worry is that we have
 come to a point where there is, in fact, little more
 to be said. I would put the point this way, without
 being certain that he would agree: In our commu-
 nity's attempt to understand what is done when its
 next generation is born, we must be able to think
 and talk about what we do not just as the achieving
 of a result but as response to all the powers that
 shape human life and press upon us; for in action
 we respond to nature, to others like ourselves, and
 to what transcends both nature and humanity.
 There are countless ways to "have" a child. Not all
 of them amount to doing the same thing. We must
 retain the capacity to think, talk, argue, and perhaps
 even legislate about what we do when we produce
 offspring.

 If I understand him rightly, Daniel Callahan
 wants us to retain the capacity to pass judgment out
 loud about such matters, and he fears that our ten-
 dency to translate moral questions into legal ones
 endangers such capacity. I believe he sees correctly
 our predicament, but I believe also that we may not
 be able to nourish the substantive talk he desires

 unless we acknowledge straightforwardly that such
 concerns are sometimes relevant not only to moral-
 ity but also to law.
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